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Today

•Who the heck is 
Ryan Gagnon?

•Make some music

• Review some 2017 
“stuff” to plan for 
2018



Who is Ryan 
Gagnon?

• Fan of Awkward Silences

• Assistant Professor of 
Parks, Recreation and 
Tourism Management at 
Clemson University
• Why OST Programs Fail
• Overparenting
• Underrepresented Youth 

in OST Programs



What does Texas 
Lions Camp Do?
• What is the “can do” 

philosophy?
• Maximum Personal 

Growth
• Realize Potential

• How do we develop “Can 
Do” in the young people we 
serve…together

•Music?



Why are we here? 
….camp not life ;)

4 whys



Why #1: The Importance 
of Cargo Shorts

• Ryan’s Cargo Shorts Guy 
(ADHD)

• TLC will create lifelong 
childhood memories

• e Where did you have a 
“cargo shorts guy/gal?”

• How can you be a 
“cargo shorts gal/guy?”



Why #2: If you don’t 
debrief, it didn’t 
happen

• We are doing a study

• How is your training 
working? 

• How can we best prepare 
you to serve kids? 

• What can we improve?

• Where are our strengths?



Why #3: We have to tell 
a story

• Kids get to come to TLC at 
little to no cost

• How are impacting lives?

• How do we share this 
story?

• How can/do we develop 
new partners with this 
story?

• How can we get more 
heads in beds?



Why #4: Camp isn’t just for 
campers

•How many of your are new to 
camp? As counselors? As 
former campers?

•How does working at TLC 
change you?

•How does TLC change your 
career path?

•Camp Sickness? What about the 
other 51 weeks?



2017 Study Findings



2017 Study Purpose
• Parent Perceptions of…

• Satisfaction with TLC
• Outcomes and/or changes from 

their child attending TLC
• Worries and fears they have 

regarding camp

• Youth and Staff Reported Growth…
• Social, Behavioral, and 

Emotional Skills
• Diagnosis/Disability 

Management



Our 2017 Samples
Parents (All Sessions)

710 completed the pre-camp 
measure (RR = 66.91%)

584 completed the post-camp 
measure   (RR = 55.04%) 

279 parents who completed both 
questionnaires (RR = 26.01%).

Youth (All sessions but Down 
Syndrome)

522 completed  the paper survey 
(RR = 49.1%)

Staff (140 completed all 3 measures)



Where can you make an impact?



2017 Activity 
Favorites?
• Horseback riding was the 

MOST favored activity

• Drama/dance was the LEAST 
favored activity

• Surprises?

• Can this be changed?

• There ALWAYS will be a MOST 
and LEAST favored activity



Youth & Parent Reported Outcomes
•What is autonomy, 

relatedness, 
competence, and 
positive and negative 
self-esteem
• Baseline Measures

• Expected “good” 
growth in all areas, but 
relatedness…why?
•How can we drill down 

for 2018?

Parent and Youth Reported Outcomes

Outcome Pre-Parent 

Observed 

Score

Post-TLC 

Parent 

Observed 

Score

Difference 

Score

Post TLC 

Youth 

Reported 

Score

Difference 

Score

Autonomy 

Satisfaction
5.516 5.860 +.344* 5.734 +.218*

Relatedness 

Satisfaction
6.156 6.127 -.029* 6.037 -.119*

Competence 

Satisfaction
5.375 5.784 +.408* 5.931 +.555*

Positive Self-

Esteem
5.566 6.062 +.496* 5.864 +.298*

Autonomy 

Frustration
3.306 2.802 -.504* 2.721 -.585*

Relatedness 

Frustration
2.319 2.049 -.270* 2.436 +.116*

Competence 

Frustration
2.857 2.161 -.695* 2.496 -.361*

Negative Self-

Esteem
2.432 1.800 -.632* 2.789 +.356*



Intention. How can we operationalize 
“this” as part of our training? 

•What does TLC do?
•Can we do all of those 

things?
•Why or why not?

•What outcomes do you 
want to accomplish with 
TLC Campers?



2018 Staff Study

• To establish TLC as the national role 
model for program evaluation, 
evidence based staff training, and 
medical specialty camp programming

• How do YOU influence camper 
outcomes?

• What parts of training are the most 
important to achieve X, Y, and Z?



Towards 2018: Big 
Questions
• How does a clean dining hall 

make for better self-esteem in 
kids?

• How do engage introverts when 
extroverts run the world?

• How do we build meaningful 
connections between TLC 
campers after camp?



4 Whys

•Why #1: The importance of 
cargo shorts
•Why #2: If you don’t debrief 
it didn’t happen
•Why #3: We have to tell a 
story
•Why #4: Camp isn’t just for 
campers
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Thank you! 

Ryan J. Gagnon, Ph.D.


